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 1037	
Grade Two 1038	
 1039	

Students in grade two continue to explore phenomena related to life sciences, 1040	

physical sciences, and Earth and space sciences and reinforce their ability to identify 1041	

patterns in their observations. They use those patterns to develop models, to find 1042	

relationships between cause and effect in systems, and to begin developing ideas about 1043	

how matter cycles in systems. Grade two also places special emphasis on planning and 1044	

conducting investigations, developing models and the role of evidence in developing 1045	

scientific arguments and explanations. The instructional segments build in complexity in 1046	

terms of both disciplinary content and the application of science and engineering 1047	

practices and crosscutting concepts.  1048	

 1049	

Table 4 summarizes the PEs included in each instructional segment and the 1050	

crosscutting concepts that students may use as a tool to make sense of the core ideas. 1051	

Where necessary, PEs that integrate science ideas with engineering design are 1052	

accompanied by one of the three PEs from the K-2 engineering design system. The 1053	

engineering design PE has been chosen to best match the suggested integration. The 1054	

PEs that suggest an explicit integration with engineering are indicated with an asterisk 1055	

(*). 1056	

 1057	

1058	
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 1059	
Table 4: Instructional Segments in Grade Two  1060	
 1061	
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Highlighted SEP Highlighted 

CCC 
PEs 
addressed DCI addressed 

• Designing 
solutions 

• Developing 
and using 
models 

• Patterns 
• Energy and 

Matter 

2-ESS2-2 
2-ESS2-3 

ESS2.B: plate tectonics and large-
scale systems interactions 
ESS2.C: the roles of water in 
Earth’s surface processes 

Brief Summary 

Water is present on the Earth’s surface as liquid and solid. As water moves on the surface 
of Earth, it shapes Earth’s surface. 
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Highlighted SEP Highlighted 
CCC 

PEs 
addressed DCI addressed 

• Obtaining, 
evaluating, 
and 
communicatin
g information 

• Designing 
solutions 

 

• Stability 
and 
Change 

2-ESS1-1 
2-ESS2-1* 
K-2-ETS1-2 
 

ESS1.C: the history of planet 
Earth 
ESS2.A: Earth materials and 
systems 

Brief Summary 

Earth’s surface has been shaped by geological events that occur on different time scales. 
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PEs 
addressed DCI addressed 

• Analyzing and 
interpreting 
data 

• Planning and 
carrying out 
investigations 

 

• Patterns 
• Energy and 

Matter 

2-PS1-1 
2-PS1-2* 
K-2-ETS1-3 
2-PS1-3 
2-PS1-4 

PS1.A: Structures and properties 
of matter 
PS1.B: Chemical reactions 
ETS1.C: Optimizing the design 
solution 
 

Brief Summary 
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Different materials can be solid or liquids depending on temperature. The change from 
solid to liquid (or vice versa) can be reversed, but not for all materials. 
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Highlighted SEP Highlighted 
CCC 

PEs 
addressed DCI addressed 

• Designing 
solutions 

• Analyzing and 
interpreting 
data 

• Planning and 
carrying out 
investigations	

• Patterns 
• Cause and 

Effect 

2-LS2-1 
2-LS4-1 
2-LS2-2* 
K-2-ETS1-1 

LS2.A: Interdependent 
relationships in ecosystems 
LS4.D: Biodiversity and humans 
ETS1.B: Developing possible 
solutions 

Brief Summary 

Plant and animals depend on the availability of resources in their ecosystem to grow. The 
diversity of plants and animals in different habitats also depends on the availability of 
these resources.  

 1062	
Grade Two-Instructional Segment 1: Identifying and locating features of the geosphere 1063	
and biosphere 1064	
 1065	

In second grade, students continue developing their understanding of Earth’s 1066	

systems by acquiring the capacity to draw maps representing characteristic features of 1067	

familiar areas. In later grades, they move to more complex mapping of regions and 1068	

interpreting existing maps. This capacity of observing, reproducing, and creating maps 1069	

will allow students in subsequent grades to make sense of patterns on Earth’s surface 1070	

and begin to develop their understanding of plate tectonics as the unifying theory that 1071	

explains past and current movements of rocks on Earth’s surface.  1072	

 1073	
Grade Two-Instructional Segment 1: Identifying and locating features of the 

geosphere and biosphere 
How can we represent the land around us?  
What are the different kinds of land and bodies of water? 
Where can we find water on Earth?  
Where can we find ice on Earth?  
Highlighted Crosscutting Concepts: Patterns, Energy and Matter 
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Highlighted Science and Engineering Practices:  
 

• Develop solutions 
 
• Developing and using models 

 
CA NGSS Performance Expectations: 
 
Students who demonstrate understanding can: 
 
2-ESS2-3. Obtain information to identify where water is found on Earth and that it can 

be solid or liquid. 
[Note: no clarification statement or assessment boundary is included in this 
PE.] 

 
2-ESS2-2. Develop a model to represent the shapes and kinds of land and bodies of 

water in an area.  
[Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include quantitative scaling in 
models.] 

 
 1074	

Background for Teachers 1075	

 1076	

One of the major features of Earth is the presence of abundant amounts of liquid 1077	

water. Water has unique physical and chemical properties that are central to the 1078	

processes occurring on Earth. These properties include water’s ability to absorb, store, 1079	

and release large amounts of energy as it changes state. These properties 1080	

fundamentally affect Earth’s systems. For example, the expansion of water as it freezes 1081	

contributes to breaking of rocks and rock erosion, and the ability of water to store 1082	

energy as heat contributes to keeping coastal area temperatures within moderate 1083	

ranges.  1084	

 1085	

Water is found everywhere on Earth’s surface in different forms depending on 1086	

temperature and pressures. Gravity is the force that moves water in different states 1087	

through Earth’s surface, interior, and atmosphere. This movement contributes to 1088	

shaping the land, transports sediments, and dissolves Earth’s materials. At this grade 1089	

level, however, students explore only the liquid and solid states of water and recognize 1090	
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the presence of water on maps. This instructional segment is closely linked to 1091	

instructional segment 2 in this grade level. 1092	

 1093	

1094	
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 1095	
Description of the Instructional Segment 1096	

 1097	

In this instructional segment, students develop their ability to make and use map-1098	

based models to record or interpret information about geographic features. They begin 1099	

by observing their surroundings, for example the classroom or schoolyard, and use that 1100	

information to draw a “treasure hunt” map. Students use a map made by another 1101	

student to find an object. This treasure hunt activity motivates and engages students. 1102	

Students then collaborate in gathering information about a particular location, paying 1103	

attention to collecting and recording accurate data. They locate information on maps 1104	

provided by the teacher and make their own maps.  1105	

 1106	

Students move from observing and representing small spaces or designed 1107	

spaces to creating models of larger spaces, such as the entire school or a park, 1108	

including developing and interpreting ways to indicate variations in topography. 1109	

Students are not expected to construct detailed topographic maps, but they need to 1110	

develop their own ways of representing hills and valleys before being introduced to 1111	

maps that include topological contours and learning to interpret them. They then use the 1112	

map of their town, a local park or region, or their entire state with the intent of obtaining 1113	

information about geographic and environmental features in their region. The teacher 1114	

leads the students to ask questions about the geographic features or observed patterns 1115	

and to analyze and relate features of their maps so patterns can emerge and claims can 1116	

be supported with evidence. For example, students may develop questions and, based 1117	

on their observations, relate the pattern of areas with more plants to physical features 1118	

such as shade or availability of water. The may relate the presence of particular birds to 1119	

ELA ELD Connection 
Pose a unifying question, such as “What are the different kinds of land and bodies of 
water?” Students gather information about different landforms or bodies of water by 
watching related videos (or the teacher can read aloud texts and provide 
informational texts that students read). Next, the students create a booklet labeling 
the different landforms and bodies of water on each page, starting with the lower 
land or water levels on the first page, adding the taller landforms for the next 
additional pages. At the end, the booklet should include a variety of drawings (e.g., 
ocean page, desert page, forest page, hill page, plateau page, mountain page). 
Different bodies of water can be included, such as a lake, river, or ice caps on some 
of the mountains.  
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particular plant or water features to answer these questions.   1120	

 1121	

Students are then asked to gather and use information to identify and represent 1122	

where certain kinds of lands and bodies of water are found on Earth and the locations of 1123	

dominant geographic features such as mountain ranges, glaciers, ice caps, oceans, 1124	

major rivers and lakes. The intent is not for students to memorize these locations but to 1125	

analyze and interpret patterns found in them, such as how different bodies of water are 1126	

connected to each other. 1127	

 1128	

 1129	

Students then ask questions and design investigations to develop an 1130	

understanding of the conditions under which water freezes (temperature and salinity 1131	

variation) and the time it takes for a given amount of ice to melt at different external 1132	

temperatures. After they have made 1133	

investigations, the students can apply this 1134	

understanding to interpret and explain where 1135	

certain ice features are found on maps 1136	

provided by the teacher and what this tells us 1137	

about temperature ranges in those regions. 1138	

The idea of the difference in regional average 1139	

temperatures and of a cycle of temperature 1140	

changes and range over the year is 1141	

introduced through discussions and analysis 1142	

of temperature maps available from online 1143	

sources—and students’ own experiences 1144	

with temperature changes. Students analyze and argue from evidence about the 1145	

relationships between major features found on temperature maps and geographic maps 1146	

of the same area.  1147	

 1148	
1149	

Mathematics Connection 
When talking about very low 
temperatures, below freezing or negative 
numbers such as “negative 10 degrees, 
(-10°)”, it would be helpful for students to 
see a vertical thermometer enlarged, with 
benchmark temperatures marked on it. 
Students will not encounter negative 
numbers in mathematics until grade six 
and may have to count degree marks to 
calculate a change in temperature that 
spans negative numbers.  
 
Many young students in California have 
not experienced very low temperatures.  
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 1150	
Grade Two-Instructional Segment 2: How landforms change 1151	
 1152	

In order to reconstruct and understand events occurring in Earth’s past and 1153	

current history, Earth scientists observe and use structure, sequence, and properties of 1154	

rocks and sediments. Interaction of these Earth’s materials with water and wind causes 1155	

them to erode, change, or be transported to different locations.  1156	

 1157	
Grade Two-Instructional Segment 2: How landforms change 

What natural processes cause changes in landforms? 
What are the causes of quick change?  
What processes result in slow changes? 
Highlighted Crosscutting Concepts: Stability and Change 
Highlighted Science and Engineering Practices:  
 

• Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information 
 
• Designing solutions 

 
CA NGSS Performance Expectations: 
 
Students who demonstrate understanding can: 
 
2-ESS1-1. Use information from several sources to provide evidence that Earth events 

can occur quickly or slowly.  
[Clarification Statement: Examples of events and timescales could include 
volcanic explosions and earthquakes, which happen quickly, and erosion of 
rocks, which occurs slowly.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not 
include quantitative measurements of timescales.] 

 
2-ESS2-1. Compare multiple solutions designed to slow or prevent wind or water from 

changing the shape of the land.*  
[Clarification Statement: Examples of solutions could include different 
designs of dikes and windbreaks to hold back wind and water and different 
designs for using shrubs, grass, and trees to hold back the land.] 
 

K-2-ETS1-2. Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how the 
shape of an object helps it function as needed to solve a given problem. 

 
*The performance expectations marked with an asterisk integrate traditional science content with 
engineering through a practice or disciplinary core idea. 
 
 1158	
 1159	
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Background for Teachers 1160	

 1161	

Instruction and learning in this instructional segment should focus on the 1162	

processes of wind and water erosion and catastrophic natural events, such as 1163	

earthquakes and volcano eruptions. Students, especially students who live in 1164	

earthquake-prone regions, may raise questions about the changes to the continents and 1165	

mountain uplift due to plate tectonics. Students will not be formally introduced to plate 1166	

tectonics until middle school, but their questions will need to be accommodated and 1167	

discussed in the context of the instructional segment. 1168	

 1169	

What types of changes are considered to be quick or slow relative to the 1170	

timescale in the Earth systems? A quick change 1171	

could be defined as the sudden (within minutes or 1172	

hours) eruption of a volcano with explosions of 1173	

gases, ash, lapilli (the small rocks falling out of the 1174	

air during a volcanic eruption), and lava, though it 1175	

may then take several weeks before the volcano’s 1176	

activity subsides. A slow change might be the 1177	

erosion of a stream valley by the stream. This 1178	

understanding supports students to deepen their 1179	

ability to use the crosscutting concept of stability and change to characterize 1180	

observations of events with greater details. 1181	

 1182	

Description of the Instructional Segment 1183	

 1184	

In this instructional segment, students gather information about landforms that 1185	

display different and interesting shapes (where possible, use local examples) and also 1186	

engage in classroom experiments that investigate the impact of moving water on 1187	

different types of soil and rocks. These activities generate observations regarding which 1188	

type of soil is subject to a more rapid change as water moves through. For example, in 1189	

a small amount of time slow-moving water may not significantly change the rocky 1190	

Mathematics Connection 
Students could create a relative 
time scale of Earth’s history 
comparing the entire history to 
a 12- hour period, or a calendar 
year; noting that humans have 
existed for a very short time 
during Earth’s existence. When 
introducing the timeline project, 
the timeline could be compared 
to a number line. 
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bottom of a river, but the change is more observable when the bottom of the river is 1191	

sandy. 1192	

 1193	

To investigate different situations or events, students analyze data and engage in 1194	

argumentation to 1195	

develop explanations 1196	

of how wind or water 1197	

(or a combination of 1198	

the two) could be 1199	

responsible for the 1200	

way the land is 1201	

shaped. The location of the land affected by wind or water can be close to the students’ 1202	

community first and then move to a larger scale with videos and visual online resources 1203	

provided to present examples of water erosion, silting of flooded regions or river delta 1204	

formation, and wind-driven shaping of sandstone. 1205	

 1206	

To understand and fully appreciate science, students must be able to read, write, 1207	

speak and listen about science concepts and practices. To support literacy in science, 1208	

this instructional segment includes a research and writing project. Students begin by 1209	

gathering information from multiple sources (e.g., reading from textbook or magazine 1210	

articles appropriate to their grade level, collecting pictures, and using selected online 1211	

and video materials) regarding the processes and timescales in which water and wind 1212	

shape the land. They write informative texts in which they synthesize information from 1213	

several sources to provide evidence and reasoning to support the claim some events 1214	

happen quickly (e.g., flood, hurricane, mudslide), while others occur over extended time 1215	

(e.g., erosion of rocks by repeated freezing and thawing of water). They investigate 1216	

evidence from maps that show occurrences of other sudden natural catastrophic 1217	

events, such as volcanic eruptions and earthquakes, and discuss how these events 1218	

have changed the land quickly in certain locations in the past. As part of their writing 1219	

project, students are also encouraged to argue to support claims about the risks of 1220	

ELA ELD Connection 
Using a cause/effect template or note-taking guide, 
students investigate and record the natural process that 
cause changes in landforms, cause and effect of wind 
and/or water on the shape of land forms. Details should 
answer such as questions as what, where, when, why, 
and how the changes impact landforms.  
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various types of such catastrophic events in their region and to develop suggestions 1221	

about what can be done to minimize damage in such an event. 1222	

 1223	
Engineering Connection 1224	

 1225	

Students then analyze a local problem caused by wind or 1226	

water (e.g., flooding, erosion, crop damage, landslide) and 1227	

design a possible solution to slow or prevent the problem. 1228	

Students make models of the scenario to test their ideas and collect data about the 1229	

impact of their solution on the problem. For example, after observing erosion around 1230	

rainspouts on the school grounds, students could construct barriers that stop water from 1231	

running down a slope. Students can use heavy paper (card stock or large file cards) and 1232	

structural support materials (craft sticks, twigs, blocks, clay) to create a wind barrier to 1233	

protect a “sand dune” (a small mound of sand). The effectiveness of the barriers can be 1234	

tested by observing what happens when a fan blows “wind” across the sand dune. By 1235	

analyzing and sharing their data, students compare different engineering design 1236	

solutions to the problem to evaluate the solutions’ strengths and weaknesses and their 1237	

overall effectiveness in slowing or preventing this problem. 1238	

 1239	

Grade Two-Instructional Segment 3: Matter and its properties 1240	
 1241	

This instructional segment develops students’ ideas and language about matter 1242	

and its conservation, a concept that will be further developed and deepened in 1243	

subsequent grades. The focus is chiefly on solids and liquids, as it is difficult for 1244	

students at this level to visualize a gas as scientists do or to see it as something rather 1245	

than nothing. The instructional segment also begins to develop students’ language and 1246	

ideas around classifying materials by their properties and noting that different materials 1247	

have different uses because the use requires particular properties. These uses are 1248	

related to the function of the materials, which is based on their structure. 1249	

 1250	
Grade Two-Instructional Segment 3: Matter and its properties 

How can we describe different types of matter?  
What properties are important and useful to consider? 
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How are materials similar and different from one another, and how do the 
properties of the materials relate to their use? 
Highlighted Crosscutting Concepts: Patterns, Energy and Matter 
Highlighted Science and Engineering Practices:  
 

• Analyzing and interpreting data 
 
• Planning and carrying out investigations 

CA NGSS Performance Expectations: 
 
Students who demonstrate understanding can: 
 
2-PS1-1. Plan and conduct an investigation to describe and classify different 

kinds of materials by their observable properties. 
[Clarification Statement: Observations could include color, texture, 
hardness, and flexibility. Patterns could include the similar properties 
that different materials share.] 

 
2-PS1-2. Analyze data obtained from testing different materials to determine 

which materials have the properties that are best suited for an intended 
purpose.*  
[Clarification Statement: Examples of properties could include, 
strength, flexibility, hardness, texture, and absorbency.] [Assessment 
Boundary: Assessment of quantitative measurements is limited to 
length.] 

 
K-2-ETS1-3. Analyze data from tests of two objects designed to solve the same 

problem to compare the strengths and weaknesses of how each 
performs. 

 
2-PS1-3. Make observations to construct an evidence-based account of how an 

object made of a small set of pieces can be disassembled and made 
into a new object. 
[Clarification Statement: Examples of pieces could include blocks, 
building bricks, or other assorted small objects.] 

 
2-PS1-4. Construct an argument with evidence that some changes in matter, 

caused by mixing, heating, or cooling can be reversed and some 
cannot.  
[Clarification Statement: Examples of reversible changes could include 
materials such as water and butter at different temperatures. Examples 
of irreversible changes could include cooking an egg, freezing a plant 
leaf, and heating paper.] 

 
*The performance expectations marked with an asterisk integrate traditional science content with 
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engineering through a practice or disciplinary core idea. 
 
 1251	
Background for Teachers 1252	

 1253	

 The activities in this instructional segment deal chiefly with large scale changes 1254	

in matter and begins to develop the idea that some changes are easily reversed. For 1255	

example, ice can be melted and refrozen or salt can be dissolved in water and 1256	

recovered by evaporation. Other changes cannot be reversed, for example, cooking an 1257	

egg, baking a cake, or burning a piece of paper or wood in a fire. These original 1258	

materials cannot be recovered  1259	

 1260	

The instructional segment also takes a first step toward the idea of substructure 1261	

within matter at a scale too small to see. The intent of this instructional segment is not 1262	

for the students to understand the existence of atoms or molecules, rather it simply 1263	

develops the idea that some objects can be put together with only a few different types 1264	

of elemental objects in multiple different ways to make many distinct types of objects. 1265	

These elemental objects could be blocks that interconnect to each other or other small 1266	

objects that can be used to build bigger objects. The purposes of the instructional 1267	

segment are to 1) focus students’ attention on things and phenomena that seem 1268	

unremarkable because they are part of their everyday experience and to 2) lead 1269	

students to ask questions about the how and why of these familiar things as they 1270	

organize the patterns they observe. 1271	
 1272	
Description of the Instructional Segment 1273	
 1274	

This instructional 1275	

segment focuses on 1276	

physical science 1277	

concepts about matter 1278	

and its observable 1279	

properties, and it links to 1280	

instructional segment 1 1281	

ELA ELD Connection 
Teacher can read aloud, or have students read, 
informational texts related to solids and liquids, for 
example, What is a Liquid? or What is a Solid? by 
Jennifer Boothroyd. Students collect examples of 
everyday situations (using or drawing pictures) of how 
matter changes and identify which changes can, or 
cannot, be reversed. 
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as students generalize their understanding of freezing and thawing of water to other 1282	

reversible and non-reversible changes of matter.  1283	

 1284	

The teacher directs students to observe of everyday objects (clothing, cooking 1285	

utensils, toys, houses) and the different materials they are made of and then asks 1286	

questions such as “What properties does the material have?” “Why are those properties 1287	

important to the way we use this object?” and “Would a jacket made out of paper keep 1288	

you dry in the rain.” The questions prompt students to ask further questions about 1289	

materials. Over time, they begin to analyze and classify materials based on observable 1290	

properties such as solid or liquid, texture, hardness, absorbency, and flexibility.  1291	

 1292	

The notion of persistence (or stability) and change in matter is then extended as 1293	

students investigate conditions under which objects mixed or fastened together can or 1294	

cannot be separated back into their original components. Students also observe 1295	

changes in properties of matter occur in many everyday situations (cooking an egg, 1296	

mixing substances that react but do not give off gases, melting and attempting to solidify 1297	

a variety of substances such as water, cooking oil, ice-cream, or butter). These changes 1298	

do not change the amount of matter (as measured by weight).  1299	

 1300	

Through multiple experiences with matter changes, students develop 1301	

understanding that some changes can be reversed and others cannot. They are able to 1302	

relate this idea to the evidence about the melting and freezing of water and the erosion 1303	

of rocks in instructional segments 1 and 2. In second grade, students are expected to 1304	

students to recognize matter changes its properties under various conditions, including 1305	

sometimes when it is brought into contact with other matter, and only a limited number 1306	

of these changes can be reversed. In later grades, they will learn about the 1307	

characteristics of physical and chemical changes. 1308	

 1309	

Engineering Connection 1310	

 1311	

 The two examples of connections to engineering provided 1312	
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below offer students opportunities to explore the different types of matter (materials) 1313	

and their properties. The examples lead students to understand that different materials 1314	

are used to meet different purposes.  1315	

 1316	

Students are given a supply of small objects such as connecting or building 1317	

blocks or some of the same materials they used in previous lessons. They are asked to 1318	

reflect on and provide evidence that many different structures or objects can be made 1319	

from the same set of components and an object made up of smaller parts can 1320	

sometimes be taken apart and the parts used to build something quite different. The 1321	

teacher should emphasize that 1) to make or build something we need a certain amount 1322	

of particular types of matter; 2) things we no longer use do not disappear but must be 1323	

disposed of; and 3) the materials in them may be recycled for other uses. These ideas 1324	

are introduced through teacher and student questions, classroom activities, read 1325	

alouds, students’ informational text, and discussions of examples supported with visual 1326	

materials.  1327	

 1328	

Applying what they have learned about the properties of different materials, small 1329	

groups of students undertake projects in which they design an object intended for a 1330	

particular function. For example, students can design a cage or enclosure for a small 1331	

animal. The design process starts by students defining the problem to be solved (e.g., 1332	

keeping a hamster safe in the classroom), considering the constraints (How big can it 1333	

be? What will the hamster need inside the cage?), and making a list of the desired 1334	

properties of the object (It has to be hard enough the hamster cannot bite through it.) 1335	

and the materials and tools they will need to use in order to build it. The students might 1336	

assess each material’s individual properties and how they work together in concert to 1337	

meet the needs specified for the product. Each group of students constructs a prototype 1338	

and then evaluates the strengths and weaknesses of their own and other groups’ 1339	

designs, focusing on the appropriateness of the materials used. After this analysis, 1340	

students can develop a joint design for the entire class that includes the best ideas from 1341	

the initial designs. Working collaboratively, the students can draw or construct a model 1342	

of the final design. 1343	
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 1344	

Grade Two-Instructional Segment 4: Biodiversity 1345	
 1346	

In this instructional segment, students build on their experiences from 1347	

kindergarten and first grade about needs of plants and animals to make observations 1348	

and develop maps that describe the variety and abundance of plants and animals that 1349	

occupy different habitats. These earlier experiences laid the groundwork for 1350	

investigating the needs of plants and how these needs are met in different habitats.  1351	

 1352	
Grade Two-Instructional Segment 4: Biodiversity 

What do plants need to grow? What more do they need to thrive as a population? 
What regions have greater diversity and abundance of plants and animals, what 
conditions promote such diversity and/or abundance?  
How can we record and analyze information about what grows where? 
What do plants need to grow? How many types of living things live in a place? 
Highlighted Crosscutting Concepts: Patterns, Cause and Effect 
Highlighted Science and Engineering Practices:  
 

• Designing solutions 
 
• Analyzing and interpreting data 
 
• Planning and carrying out investigations 

CA NGSS Performance Expectations: 
 
Students who demonstrate understanding can: 
 
2-LS2-1. Plan and conduct an investigation to determine if plants need sunlight and 

water to grow.  
[Assessment Boundary: Assessment is limited to testing one variable at a 
time.] 

 
 
2-LS4-1. Make observations of plants and animals to compare the diversity of life in 

different habitats. 
[Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on the diversity of living things in each of 
a variety of different habitats.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not 
include specific animal and plant names in specific habitats.] 

 
2-LS2-2. Develop a simple model that mimics the function of an animal in dispersing 

seeds or pollinating plants.* 
[Note: there is no clarification statement or assessment boundary for this PE.] 
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K-2-ETS1-1. Ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a 

situation people want to change to define a simple problem that can be 
solved through the development of a new or improved object or tool. 

 
*The performance expectations marked with an asterisk integrate traditional science content with 
engineering through a practice or disciplinary core idea. 
 
 1353	
Background for Teachers 1354	

 1355	

 Ecosystems are composed of multiple parts, including biological components 1356	

(plants and animals) and physical components (e.g., water, light, soil, air). Living 1357	

organisms within an ecosystem will survive and grow only if their needs are met. 1358	

Different ecosystems provide different resources to plants and animals, and the variety 1359	

of organisms in certain 1360	

habitats depends on the 1361	

availability and abundance 1362	

of these resources. 1363	

Animals can move around 1364	

in a habitat, while plants 1365	

cannot. This lack of 1366	

mobility creates a dependence of plants on animals for pollination or to move seeds 1367	

around. The crosscutting concepts of patterns and cause and effect are used by 1368	

students in combination as they organize their observations into patterns to identify the 1369	

effects and to subsequently investigate the causes of the patterns. 1370	

 1371	

Description of the Instructional Segment 1372	

 1373	

Students plan and conduct investigations and gather evidence to develop a 1374	

model they can use to support an argument that plants need air, water, and sunlight (or 1375	

a light similar to that provided by the sun) to grow. Based on this fundamental 1376	

understanding, students then examine and compare the variety and abundance of 1377	

plants and other life forms in different habitats. They can also apply their learning from 1378	

ELA ELD Connection 
To connect to Unit 1 and help them recall information, 
students create an If/Then poem or text about a plant 
in different habitats. For example, If a plant lives in the 
desert where there is not much water - then it needs 
long roots to get water, often has few leaves or a 
protective coating on the stem, and remains dormant 
during times with little water.  
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instructional segment 1 to create maps from observable environments and compare the 1379	

diversity of living things present in different habitats around their school or in a nearby 1380	

park. Students compare these observations and develop arguments about the bodies of 1381	

water and the landforms present and their relationship to the abundance and variety of 1382	

life forms present in different locations. 1383	

 1384	

Engineering Connection  1385	

 1386	

Students further use their maps and models to support an 1387	

argument that plants’ survival and abundance as a species also 1388	

depends on their ability to pollinate and spread their seeds. Many 1389	

plants depend on the animals present in their environment for these 1390	

functions. Students deepen their understanding of this idea by making a model of how 1391	

the structure of the plant and the pollinator are related to how this function occurs for 1392	

particular examples of plant/pollinator pairings. Students obtain information about 1393	

problems related to plant pollination or seed dispersal in agriculture and design a simple 1394	

device that can be used to mimic the function of natural pollinator or seed dispersal to 1395	

solve a problem for a particular plant. Students can compare their solutions by testing 1396	

their devices to see how well they pollinate or disperse seeds. Using the evidence from 1397	

their tests, they can engage in argument to compare and contrast the characteristics of 1398	

different devices. 1399	

 1400	

The following vignette is an example of how teaching and learning focused on 1401	

the disciplinary core idea LS4.D Biodiversity and Humans and the PE 2-LS4-1 1402	

Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity might look in a second-grade classroom.  1403	

 1404	

 1405	
 1406	

Grade 2 Vignette 1407	
 1408	

Biodiversity in Changing Environments 1409	
 1410	
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Introduction 1411	

 1412	

In this series of lessons, Mr. B takes his students outside the classroom to 1413	

observe animals and plants in their habitats. He augments the students’ observations 1414	

with informational texts and class discussions on animals and plants and their habitats. 1415	

His goal is that students will understand concepts such as diversity and abundance and 1416	

the impacts of human activities on habitats.  1417	

 1418	

Day 1 – Biodiversity in Changing Environments 1419	

 1420	

Mr. B decided to use materials from three California Environmental Education 1421	

Initiative (EEI) units, Cycle of Life, Flowering Plants in Our Changing Environment, and 1422	

Open Wide! Look Inside! as the foundation for a series of lessons about biodiversity in 1423	

changing environments. His students have already begun to learn about what plants 1424	

need to grow and what they get from the ecosystems where they live. He posts word 1425	

cards on the wall to introduce students to several domain-specific words that they will 1426	

use as they study what plants need from the habitats where they live: moisture, nutrient, 1427	

pollinate, soil, temperature, water, and ecosystem. He decides to focus on the word 1428	

ecosystem because it represents a crucial concept in the life sciences. He asks 1429	

students if they have heard this word before and what they think it means. Building on 1430	

the students’ suggestions, Mr. B explains that an ecosystem is made up of living and 1431	

nonliving things that are found together and that affect each other. 1432	

 1433	

Mr. B begins a class discussion by asking students to consider the school garden 1434	

they planted and list some of the things that the plants in their garden need to survive. 1435	

He expands on this discussion by having the class brainstorm a list of some of the 1436	

things that plants living in a forest ecosystem need to grow and survive. Then, working 1437	

in groups of three, the students read and discuss two sets of informational text, Would 1438	

Blackberries Grow…? and What a Joshua Tree Needs from the Desert. The class as a 1439	

whole than reviews the basic things plants need from the habitats where they live. 1440	

 1441	
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Day 2 – Plants and Animals Near Our School 1442	

 1443	

The students take their science journals and pencils with them on a walk outside. 1444	

With Mr. B leading the way and a parent volunteer following along, the students visit 1445	

green areas on the campus, in a nearby park, in the local neighborhood, or at a nature 1446	

center. Before they start their walk, Mr. B tells the students that they need to make 1447	

firsthand observations and collect data during this field trip. Once they are outside, he 1448	

asks the students to point out different plants and animals and make notes or simple 1449	

drawings in their science journals. Before they go back to their classroom, he guides the 1450	

students in a discussion about the variety and abundance of plants and other life forms 1451	

they observed in the different habitats along the way. After their field trip, the students 1452	

draw simple maps of the areas they visited and identify or draw some of the organisms 1453	

they observed in the different habitats. Mr. B asks the students to recall information from 1454	

their field trip and their maps and use it as the basis for answering the question, “Do the 1455	

plants and animals we observed live in all of the areas we visited or just some of the 1456	

areas?” This question helps students begin to recognize that many different kinds of 1457	

living things are found in a given area and that they exist in different places on land and 1458	

in water. 1459	

 1460	

Days 3-4 – Humans Change Habitats 1461	

 1462	

In order for students to relate their developing ideas about the diversity (variety) 1463	

of life to the natural world, Mr. B calls their attention to the California Habitats wall map. 1464	

Working together, the class identifies the nine major habitat types in California. The 1465	

teacher calls on different students to identify animals and plants illustrated on the map, 1466	

assisting them as needed to read the names of the different organisms. He introduces 1467	

students to the idea that there are many different kinds of living things in the world and 1468	

mentions the word diversity, explaining that it means the variety of living things. Mr. B 1469	

then facilitates a brief discussion about the diversity of California’s ecosystems, plants, 1470	

and animals. 1471	

 1472	
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Once the students have this basic background information about different 1473	

habitats, they are ready to start an investigation. Mr. B tells the students that they are 1474	

going to investigate how humans change the habitats where plants and animals live. He 1475	

begins the process by asking students several focused questions: “How can human 1476	

activities change the habitats where plants and animals live?” “How do these changes 1477	

affect the survival of the plants and animals that live there?” “What might happen to the 1478	

variety of living things around the school or in the nearby park if we change those 1479	

habitats?” 1480	

 1481	

Mr. B tells the class that they are going to take another walk to the places they 1482	

visited before and continue collecting data. He explains that during this second field trip 1483	

the class is going to investigate two types of areas, some that have been “disturbed” by 1484	

humans and others that are in a more natural condition. As they visit these sites, the 1485	

students make notes or simple drawings in their science journals about the condition of 1486	

the habitats and abundance of plants and animals. 1487	

 1488	

Upon their return to the classroom, the students work in pairs using the notes 1489	

from their field trip to summarize their observations about the effects of human activities 1490	

on the variety and abundance of plants and animals. The students participate in a 1491	

“round robin” discussion as Mr. B lists their ideas about the relationship between human 1492	

activities and the variety of living things. As a strategy for reinforcing the crosscutting 1493	

concept cause and effect, he guides the students through a discussion of what they 1494	

observed on their field trips regarding how human activities have changed the local 1495	

environment. 1496	

 1497	

Day 5 – Improving a Local Habitat 1498	

 1499	

Mr. B challenges the students to come up with ideas about what they as a class 1500	

or as individual students might do to decrease the effects of human activities on plants 1501	

and animals. He then acts as the recorder as the students share their ideas about how 1502	

to decrease the effects of human activities. 1503	
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 1504	

In order to assess their understanding of these concepts, Mr. B tells the students 1505	

that they are going to share what they learned through their research by creating 1506	

informational posters. He tells them that they should include four different items on the 1507	

posters: two drawings based on their science journals, one showing a natural habitat 1508	

and another showing the effects of human activities; a brief written description about 1509	

their scientific observations regarding these two habitats; and their ideas about 1510	

decreasing the effects of human activities. Excited by what they have learned, the 1511	

students ask if they can display their posters in the hall outside the classroom so that 1512	

the information can be shared with other students and their parents. 1513	

 1514	

Because the students want to do something to lessen the effects of human 1515	

activities on their environment, Mr. B collaborates with the school’s expanded learning 1516	

program on a recycling project. During expanded learning time, students create signs to 1517	

glue to recycling boxes and place the recycling boxes around the expanded learning 1518	

space. They encourage other students in the expanded learning program to recycle 1519	

used paper. At the end of week, the students empty the boxes in the school’s recycling 1520	

containers.  1521	

 1522	

(Note: EEI Curriculum Units: Flowering Plants in Our Changing Environment and 1523	

Cycle of Life and Open Wide! Look Inside! are comprised of a total of 10 lessons and a 1524	

variety of supporting materials that can be integrated together to support instruction in 1525	

this instructional segment.)	1526	
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Performance Expectations 

2-LS4-1. Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity 
Make observations of plants and animals to compare the diversity of life in different 
habitats. 
Science and engineering 
practices 

Disciplinary core ideas Cross cutting concepts 

Planning and Carrying 
Out Investigations 
Make observations 
(firsthand or from media) to 
collect data which can be 
used to make 
comparisons. 

LS4.D Biodiversity and 
Humans 
There are many different 
kinds of living things in any 
area, and they exist in 
different places on land 
and in water. 

Cause and Effect 
Events have causes that 
generate observable 
patterns. 
 
 
 
 

California’s Environmental Principles and Concepts 

Principle II: The long-term functioning and health of terrestrial, freshwater, coastal and 
marine ecosystems are influenced by their relationships with human societies. 

Concept a. Direct and indirect changes to natural systems due to the growth of 
human populations and their consumption rates influence the geographic extent, 
composition, biological diversity, and viability of natural systems. 

Connections to the CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy:	W.2.7, W.2.8	
 1529	

Vignette Debrief 1530	

 1531	

The CA NGSS require that students engage in science and engineering practices 1532	

to develop deeper understanding of the disciplinary core ideas and crosscutting 1533	

concepts. The lessons give students multiple opportunities to engage with the core 1534	

ideas in life sciences related to the diversity of plants and animals in different habitats, 1535	

helping them to move towards mastery of the three components (SEPs, DCIs, CCCs) 1536	

described in the CA NGSS performance expectations. 1537	

 1538	

In this vignette, the teacher selected one PE but in the lessons described above 1539	

he only engaged students in selected portions of this PE. Full mastery of this PE will be 1540	

achieved through subsequent instructional segments. 1541	

 1542	
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Students were engaged in a number of science practices with a focus on the 1543	

science and engineering practice of planning and carrying out investigations. Life 1544	

sciences lend themselves well to the developing students’ abilities to make firsthand 1545	

observations and collect data to use in making comparisons. 1546	

 1547	

Students observed the diversity of plants and animals that lived near the school. 1548	

They also collected evidence about human-caused changes to a natural habitat. 1549	

Students then created informational posters to share what they learned about the 1550	

diversity of life in different habitats and the effects of human activities on those 1551	

habitats. 1552	

 1553	

The field trips and subsequent class discussions helped students begin to 1554	

recognize that events have causes that generate observable patterns, reinforcing the 1555	

crosscutting concepts of cause and effect and patterns. In addition, these experiences 1556	

provided a context within which the students could begin developing an understanding 1557	

of California Environmental Principle II Concept a, Direct and indirect changes to natural 1558	

systems due to the growth of human populations and their consumption rates influence 1559	

the geographic extent, composition, biological diversity, and viability of natural systems. 1560	

 1561	

CA NGSS Connections to English Language Arts 1562	

Students used the text in “Would Blackberries Grow…?” and “What a Joshua 1563	

Tree Needs from the Desert” as the sources for a shared research project, connecting 1564	

to the CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy Standard (W.2.7). In addition, they used their science 1565	

journals to make notes and gather information about the diversity of plants and animals 1566	

living nearby and human disturbances they observed. Students also used this 1567	

information to answer questions during a round-robin discussion, corresponding to CA 1568	

CCSS for ELA/Literacy Standard 2 (W.2.8), as well as creating an informational poster. 1569	

\  1570	

W.2.7 Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., read a number of books 1571	
on a single topic to produce a report; record science observations). 1572	
 1573	
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W.2.8 Recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources 1574	
to answer a question. 1575	
 1576	

Resources for the Vignette 1577	
• California Education and the Environment Initiative. 2011. Cycle of Life. 1578	

Sacramento: Office of Education and the Environment. 1579	

• California Education and the Environment Initiative. 2011. Flowering Plants in 1580	

Our Changing Environment. Sacramento: Office of Education and the 1581	

Environment. 1582	

• California Education and the Environment Initiative. 2011. Open Wide! Look 1583	

Inside! Sacramento: Office of Education and the Environment. 1584	

 1585	
 1586	
Science Literacy and English Learners 1587	

 1588	

The vignette below presents an example of how teaching and learning may look 1589	

in an early learning classroom (kindergarten through second grade) when the CA NGSS 1590	

are implemented in tandem with the CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy and the CA ELD 1591	

Standards. The purpose is to illustrate how a teacher engages students in three-1592	

dimensional learning by providing them with experiences and opportunities to develop 1593	

and use the Science and Engineering Practices and the Crosscutting Concepts to 1594	

understand the Disciplinary Core Ideas associated with the topic in the instructional 1595	

segment. An additional purpose is to provide examples of how language and literacy 1596	

development are cultivated through interactive and engaging science literacy learning 1597	

tasks. The vignette includes scaffolding approaches for English learner (EL) children. It 1598	

is important to note that the vignette focuses on only a limited number of performance 1599	

expectations. It should not be viewed as showing all instruction necessary to prepare 1600	

students to fully achieve the CA NGSS performance expectations or complete the 1601	

instructional segment. Neither does it indicate that the performance expectations (PEs) 1602	

should be taught one at a time. Three PEs are featured in this vignette: K-LS1-1, K-1603	

ESS2-2, and K-ESS2-2. These PEs are also featured in the vignettes for instructional 1604	

segments 2 and 3 in kindergarten. Together, these three vignettes present different 1605	

ways to approach instruction on similar content. 1606	
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 1607	

The vignette uses specific themes, but it is not meant to imply that this is the only 1608	

way in which students are able to achieve the indicated PEs and learning target. Rather, 1609	

the vignette highlights examples of teaching practices, lesson organization, and 1610	

possible students’ responses. Science instruction should take into account that student 1611	

understanding builds over time and is extended by revisiting topics and concepts 1612	

throughout the course of the year. In addition, some topics or concepts require different 1613	

pedagogical and scaffolding approaches, depending on individual student needs. 1614	

Finally, while the vignette provides several illustrations of sound instructional practices, 1615	

it does not include everything that educators need to consider when designing and 1616	

facilitating learning tasks. All learning environments should follow research-based 1617	

guidelines. 1618	

 1619	

K–2 Grade Span Vignette: Integrated Science, ELA, and ELD 
Caring About and Protecting the Environment 

 
Background 

 
Mrs. J’s Kindergarten classroom is a place where children can wonder about the 

world and actively engage in inquiry about it through observing, questioning, exploring, 

communicating, and working with others. Currently, the children are learning about how 

people can choose to care about and protect the environment. Mrs. J’s goal is to 

immerse her young students in interactive learning tasks where they can explore new 

ideas about the environment and environmental issues, discuss their questions and 

thinking, and work collaboratively to problem solve. She doesn’t merely want her 

students to learn about environmental protection and conservation; she wants them to 

be able to practice it by developing the knowledge and skills needed for lifelong 

environmental stewardship.  

 

Mrs. J integrates environmental awareness throughout—every day, all year long. 

For example, the words and photographs on the alphabet cards the children use to 
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learn their letter names represent the natural environment (L is for Leaf, O is for Ocean, 

R is for Rainbow, etc.). This allows her not only to support the children in their 

foundational skills development and to build their vocabulary knowledge, but also to 

engage the children in conversations about the natural world and environmental issues 

related to the words.  

 

Currently, the class is learning about water and water conservation: why animals, 

plants, and people need clean, fresh water to survive; the effects of the current 

California drought; and how people can choose to protect and conserve fresh water. 

The two big ideas that guide lesson planning for the learning segment are:  

 

Children can choose to care about nature and conserve natural resources.  

Children can engage other people to care about and protect the environment. 

 

Mrs. J’s students live in a culturally and linguistically rich urban neighborhood. 

Roughly half of the children in the class speak African-American English with their 

families at home, and several children are bilingual and proficient in both Spanish and 

English. The remaining students are English learners (EL), most of whom were born in 

the United States. Most of the EL children are at the Expanding level of English 

language proficiency, and they have a solid grasp of conversational, or everyday, 

English. Three of the EL children are new to the U.S. and are at the early Emerging 

level of English language proficiency. Most of the children in the class have socio-

economically disadvantaged backgrounds and have limited access to academic English 

in their home environments. Mrs. J knows that each of her students is capable of 

thriving with an intellectually rich science curriculum and that she needs to both cultivate 

their curiosity about the world and support their deeper learning with appropriate types 

and levels of scaffolding. 

 

Lesson Context 
 

At this point in the learning segment, the children have been learning about water 
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for about a week. They have been listening to and discussing the ideas in many 

informational texts that Mrs. J has been reading aloud to them, and they have been 

exploring water during science investigation lessons and at the science observation 

station. Last week, the children started learning about different marine and freshwater 

aquatic ecosystems in California (estuaries, salt marshes, lakes, ponds, rivers, 

wetlands), and they viewed short media pieces about some of the ecosystems. As they 

were learning about these ecosystems, the class started a large butcher paper mural 

representing them, along with labels and questions they had written on sticky notes. As 

they progress through this learning segment, they will add details and additional 

questions.  

 

The class has also started building a scientific vocabulary wall with these and 

other words, including conserve, protect, natural resource, pollute, reduce, and recycle. 

The words are accompanied by pictures and illustrations, along with student-friendly 

explanations (for example, reduce – use less; protect – keep safe).  Mrs. J would like 

the children to feel comfortable using these words in their conversations and when they 

write daily about the topic, so she has explicitly taught some of the words to the children 

and supports them to use the words frequently in meaningful ways (for example, when 

they sing songs or chant poems or when they are making observations).1 Mrs. J also 

models how to use the words several times each day. For example, when the class 

washes their hands before snack time, she says, “Let’s be sure to turn off the faucet 

while we soap up our hands so we don’t use more than we need to. That way, we’re 

conserving water. Let’s all say that together. We’re conserving water.” She then 

encourages students to say, “I am conserving water,” when they turn off the faucet to 

soap up their hands. 

 

By focusing intentionally on both content knowledge and language, Mrs. J is 

supporting the children to build both their science conceptual understandings and their 

awareness of how language works in science. The children will draw upon all of this 

																																																								
1 See the ELA/ELD Framework, Chapter 3, Kindergarten designated ELD vignette for an idea how to 
teach vocabulary explicitly. 
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integrated knowledge to write a letter about water conservation to the editor of the local 

newspaper. The following learning target and NGSS performance expectations guide 

Mrs. J’s lesson planning. 

 

 
Learning Target: We will inform others about how we can care about and 

protect the environment.  

 

CA NGSS Performance Expectations:   

• K-LS1-1 From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes: Use 

observations to describe patterns of what plants and animals (including 

humans) need to survive. 

• K-ESS2-2 Earth’s Systems: Construct an argument supported by evidence 

for how plants and animals (including humans) can change the environment to 

meet their needs.  

• K-ESS3-3 Earth and Human Activity: Communicate solutions that will reduce 

the impact of humans on the land, water, air, and/or other living things in the 

local environment.  

 

Lesson Excerpts 
 

Mrs. J begins today’s lesson by inviting the children to sit in a big circle. She 

shows them a large, clear bucket containing five gallons of water and asks them to think 

about all the different ways they and their families use water in their daily lives. She 

provides an example: drinking a glass of water when she’s thirsty. Before she has the 

children share their ideas with a partner, she gives them about ten seconds to think 

quietly about as many ideas as they can (at least three). This provides a valuable 

opportunity for the children to prepare a response. She checks in with each of the 

children who are ELs at Emerging levels of English language proficiency to make sure 
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they understand the question and supports them to prepare a response. She then 

prompts all students to use a language frame to tell their ideas to their partner: “My 

family uses water to ____.”  

 

After the children have shared with their partners, Mrs. J asks them to share 

some of their ideas with the whole class. She then asks them to help her sort the 

activities by the ones for which they need water in order to survive, or stay alive 

(drinking, watering the garden), and the ones for which it is nice to have water but not 

really necessary for survival (swimming, making popsicles). She writes the children’s 

ideas on a T-chart that is big enough for the whole class to see, and the class decides 

together by voting (thumbs up, thumbs down) in which category each activity belongs. 

The children discuss whether taking a shower or brushing their teeth are activities for 

which they need water in order to survive. In the end, the class decides that water is 

necessary for brushing teeth (because they need their teeth to eat food so they can stay 

alive) but not for swimming (because they don’t have to swim in order to live). 

 

Inquiry Activator: Where’s the Water on Earth? 
 

Mrs. J then returns the children’s attention to the bucket of water, next to which 

she places a globe.  

 

Mrs. J: Children: Today we’re going to be thinking and talking about how 

much water is on the planet and where it is stored. We’re also going to talk about 

why it’s important for everyone to conserve and protect fresh water, or the water 

we need in order to survive, or live. You all said we use water to do a lot of things 

in our daily lives. Where do you suppose the water we use for drinking, cooking, 

brushing our teeth, and many other uses, comes from? And why do you think 

that? You can use our water mural for ideas.  

 

The children think for a moment and then discuss their thinking with their partner 

as Mrs. J. listens in, making sure that each child has a chance to share. She also 
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encourages them to ask their partner clarification questions and to respond to their 

partner’s ideas. 

 

Chanel: I think … I think the water we use for brushing our teeth comes from … 

comes from … I don’t know. 

 

Ana: (Pointing to the water mural.) Do you think it come from the lake? Or from 

the ocean, maybe? 

 

Chanel: From the lake! I think it comes from the lake ‘cuz the water in the ocean, 

it’s too salty. 

 

Ana: Yeah, I think if you drink the water from the ocean, you get sick. And maybe 

the water come from that. (Pointing to the mural.) 

 

Chanel: That’s a pond. I don’t want to drink water from there. It has fish and stuff. 

Yuck! 

 

Ana: The lake has fish in it too, right? I wonder if that’s where we get our water to 

drink. How do they get the fish out? 

 

Mrs. J tells the children that she heard some very interesting ideas with good 

reasons to justify them and also some great questions that they’ll be investigating. She 

clarifies that the water we drink is fresh water and not the salt water from oceans, which 

would make us sick. Then, she asks them to look at the large bucket of water and the 

globe. 

 

Mrs. J: (Points to the bucket.) This represents all the water on our planet Earth, 

including the water that is in the atmosphere, glaciers, ice caps, lakes, rivers, 

oceans, groundwater and streams. So, if this is all the water there is on the 

planet, how much of it do you think is available for us to use for drinking, cooking, 
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and other things we said we need water for in order to survive? 

 

Jesse: (Placing his hand in the middle of the bucket.) Like, up to here?  

 

Sadie: No, I think it’s more, ‘cuz we have to use a lot of water at my house. 

 

Ricardo: (Pointing to the Pacific Ocean on the globe.) But… but, look the ocean. 

Is big! 

 

Mrs. J: That’s a great observation, Ricardo. Yes, a lot of the planet is covered in 

ocean, and we can see that on the globe. All of you are doing some great 

science thinking. Let’s find out how much of the water on the planet is in the 

oceans and how much is available for us to use for our survival needs. Ricardo, 

can you help me? 

 

Mrs. J invites Ricardo to help her demonstrate where the earth’s water is located. 

She asks Ricardo to take out 25 tablespoons of water from the bucket and place it in a 

large, clear jar labeled “fresh water” as everyone counts to 25. She takes the jar over to 

the mural so that she can point to the bodies of water as she explains what the bucket 

and jar represent. 

 

Mrs. J: The water in this jar represents all the fresh water on Earth. Fresh water 

is in the air, glaciers, rivers, ponds, lakes, and groundwater. Let’s say those 

words together as I point to them. All the remaining water in the bucket, or the 

water that’s left in there, represents all the salt water on Earth, which is mostly in 

the oceans. 

 

Jasmine: There’s a lot in that bucket. That’s a lot of salty water. 

 

Lawrence: Can we drink it? 
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Jasmine: No! You can’t drink salty water! I went to the ocean one time, and I got 

water in my mouth. It didn’t taste good. I don’t think you can drink salty water. 

 

Lawrence: But, can you make it not salty? Can you get the salt out? 

 

Mrs. J: Jasmine is right, it’s not healthy to drink salt water, and Lawrence, your 

question is one we could investigate. Should we put that on our water inquiry 

chart? 

 

After placing the question on the chart, Mrs. J invites another child to help her 

take out 8 tablespoons from the freshwater supply and place it in the jar labeled “ground 

water.” She tells the children that this represents all the ground water on Earth. She 

shows them and explains an illustration of ground water in a book and tells them that in 

the area where they live, a lot of the drinking water they use is ground water, and more 

so because of the drought.  

 

Solange: But, how do we get it, if it’s in the ground? How do they get it to the 

kitchen? 

 

Jesse: And the bathroom! 

 

Mrs. J: Hmm… That’s another good question I bet we can investigate.  

 

Solange: Put it on the inquiry chart! 

 

After posting the question to the chart, Mrs. J invites another child to use an 

eyedropper to transfer 25 drops from of the freshwater supply to a very small jar labeled 

“rivers and lakes.” She tells the children that this water represents all the water in rivers 

and lakes on Earth. All the water contained in ground water, rivers, and lakes from the 

world’s “fresh water” has been removed. The “fresh water” container now represents all 

the water contained in the atmosphere (clouds, rain, snow, etc.) and all the water on the 
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planet that is frozen (polar ice caps and glaciers). She asks the children to observe the 

containers and how much water is in each container and to discuss their thinking in 

groups of three. After a few minutes of discussion, she asks each triad to write down at 

least one of their questions on a sticky note and to place the question on the “water 

inquiry chart” before going to their tables and writing and drawing one thing they learned 

about water that day. As the children are writing, Mrs. J encourages the children to talk 

about their ideas at their tables, ask and answer one another’s questions, and include 

any questions they are wondering about. 

 

Using Science Informational Texts: How Dirty is the Water? 
 

The next day, to respond to some of the questions the children have had about 

where people get their drinking water and to reinforce the importance of freshwater 

conservation, Mrs. J shows the children a short and engaging video about why it’s 

important to turn off the water while brushing one’s teeth (Sesame Street: Water 

Conservation). In their table groups, the children briefly discuss what they learned from 

the video and generate other ways they can conserve water at home and at school. 

 

Mrs. J asks the children to join her so that she can read to them several pages 

from a complex science informational text about water protection and conservation. She 

asks the children to be thinking about all the things they’ve been learning about and 

wondering about as she reads aloud. As she reads, she stops several times to explain 

new terms and concepts and to have the children turn and talk about strategic questions 

she poses. On one page, she draws the children’s attention to a circle graph 

representing all the water that is available on Earth. The graph shows that 97% of the 

earth’s water is ocean water and less than 1% of the Earth’s water is usable for people 

(for drinking, sanitation, cooking, growing crops) and for wildlife that need fresh water. 

On another page, Mrs. J reads that all the water that exists on Earth right now is all that 

is available and, even though this water is recycled over and over again, it is impossible 

to make more.  
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When Mrs. J gets to a page with a photograph of a polluted river with dead fish 

floating at the top, she asks the children to discuss with a partner what they think 

happened. To make sure her three EL students at the Emerging level of English 

language proficiency (ELP) are able to engage in the conversations, she has paired 

each of them with an English-proficient partner who speaks the same primary language. 

After the children have had a chance to discuss their ideas, she calls on a few of them 

to share. She calls on Hernán, one of the EL children at the Emerging level of ELP. At 

first, he is hesitant to respond, but then his partner, Victor, prompts him to respond in 

Spanish.  

 

Hernán: Se mueren. Los peces se mueren porque el agua está bien sucia.  

 

Victor: He says, the fish die because the water is very dirty.  

 

Hernán: (Nodding, then repeating) The fish die. Water is very dirty.  

 

Mrs. J: (Expanding on Hernán’s response.) Yes, the water does look very dirty. It 

has a lot of greasy stuff and garbage in it (looking closely at the photograph and 

then showing it to the children). Let’s read the caption underneath the 

photograph. It says that some harmful chemicals were dumped into it. Hernán, 

tell me more about what you’re thinking. 

 

Hernán: Podemos… Podemos limpiar el río. Podemos limpiar el agua, y así, los 

animales, los peces pueden vivir. The fish can live. And the river, we can also 

swim there. We can … we can clean the water. 

 

Alicia: Yeah! We can clean it! Let’s clean up the water so the fishes can survive! 

 

Mrs. J: Do you think we can do that? Can we clean up the water? Can we protect 

the animals that live in water?  
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All of the children: Yeah! 

 

Mrs. J: Okay! Well, let’s see if we can find a way to do that. Let’s read on to see 

what else we can learn from this book. 

 

Later in the book, the children learn that, in some places in the world, people do 

not have access to clean water. In some places, aquifers have been contaminated, and 

water is scarce. 

 

Alicia: How come the people don’t have clean water to drink? 

 

Mrs. J reads the text, pointing to the illustration of an aquifer. 

 

Some of our drinking water comes from under the ground in pools of 

water, called aquifers. People drill down into the ground, through soil and rock, to 

get the water, which we call ground water. Unfortunately, the ground water can 

become dirty, or contaminated, with things that shouldn’t be in it, such as the 

chemicals in products people use to clean their houses. Some farms use 

chemicals on their crops, and that can get into the ground water, too.  

 

Mrs. J: Let’s think about that for a minute. It says that people drill through the 

ground to get water for drinking and to use for other things. But sometimes, 

things that are not safe for animals, plants, or people, like poisons in some 

chemicals, get into the aquifer, and they pollute the ground water. That can make 

people and animals sick if we drink the water. But, the aquifer is so far down in 

the ground, under the rocks and soil. How do you think the water gets polluted? 

 

Mrs. J gives the children a few moments to think about this question, and then 

she asks them to discuss it in triads. She places an illustration in the book, which shows 

a model of how an aquifer can become polluted, under the document reader, and she 

tells them that they should refer to the illustration as they explain their thinking. She 
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listens carefully as the children discuss their ideas. Many of the children struggle to 

explain how the toxins in some chemicals might get from someone’s house or lawn all 

the way down into the groundwater, and Mrs. J encourages them to refer to the 

illustration. After a couple of minutes, Mrs. J strategically calls on one student, Inés, to 

explain what she and her partner, Rafael, discussed.  

 

Inés: My partner say that maybe the bad stuff, the chem-, the chem- 

 

Rafael: Chemicals. That’s pollution! 

 

Inés: Oh, yeah! He say the chemicals get into the ground, the ground water 

because maybe people they put it in the street, they pour it there, and it can all 

go down into the ground.  

 

After hearing other children’s explanations, Mrs. J realizes that the concept of 

groundwater and how it can become polluted is quite complex for young learners and 

that the book alone is insufficient to help them understand this process. She decides 

that later that week, the children will build a classroom model of an aquifer so that they 

can observe its structure and how it works, as well as what happens when it becomes 

polluted. (The children will also build their own aquifers and take home a kit so they can 

recreate it at home in order to teach their families about aquifers.) 

 

Hands-on Investigation: How Do We Clean the Water? 
 

Mrs. J reminds the children about how much they’ve already learned about 

bodies of water and aquatic ecosystems (referring to the mural), how much of the water 

on Earth is fresh water (referring to the bucket and jars, which are now displayed on a 

counter), and how fresh water can become polluted or scarce due to drought. She tells 

the children that they are going to go outside and work together on a Clean Water 

Challenge.  
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She takes the children to the grassy area of the school grounds. Parent 

volunteers have worked with the school staff to create an outdoor space that allows for 

science exploration and learning, including a vegetable garden and a large grassy area 

surrounded by bushes and trees, which is ideal for observing nature and conducting 

messy science investigations. She reminds the children that when they go outside, they 

are to handle plants and animals gently and with respect. Because it is a wide-open 

space, she knows the children will want to run around and that if she allows them to do 

so, they will be more engaged in the science investigation she has planned for them to 

do afterward. She asks the children to pretend they are a body of water. They can flow 

gently, like the water flowing down a gentle stream, they can flow quickly, like the water 

rushing down a river, or they can be like any body of water they prefer. She asks them 

to try out as many different bodies of water as they can, but before they do, she 

provides an example, inviting the children say “I’m flowing like a rushing river!” and run 

briskly with her to the other side of the yard.  

 

After several minutes, Mrs. J asks the children to gather around her in a circle. 

She shows them the materials for the Clean Water Challenge, which they will use to 

attempt to clean a sample of water: an empty plastic cup, a plastic cup filled with dirty 

water (water with safe organic debris, such as orange peels or blades of grass), as well 

as tools they might use to clean the water, such as paper towels, cotton balls, coffee 

filter, sponges, pieces of nylon (or other fabric), sand, gravel, and rubber bands. She 

tells them that she wants them to share ideas and discuss with each other what might 

work to clean the water before they start using the materials. She also reminds them 

that scientists test many ideas before finding one that will work, so, since they’re kid 

scientists, they should try out many different ways of cleaning the water (there is plenty 

of dirty water in the bucket she has brought outside). She groups the children 

strategically into teams of three, and the children collect their materials and begin the 

challenge. As the children work together, Mrs. J moves from team to team, listening to 

their discussions and prompting them to share their ideas before they start testing them. 

Solange, Hernán, and Rafael are working as a team. 
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Solange: I know, I know! Let’s use the cotton. I think we can scoop up the dirty 

stuff with it. 

 

Hernán: Yeah, we can do it. Y… we can use this (pointing to the coffee filter). 

 

Solange: That’s a coffee filter. Okay, so we could use the coffee filter. But how? 

 

Hernán: You can … You can put the water in. Here (miming how he would pour 

the water through the coffee filter). 

 

Rafael: Yeah, we could pour the dirty water through the coffee filter and into the 

clean cup. But will the water get clean? 

 

Solange: Let’s do it! 

 

Mrs. J: Have you shared lots of different ideas first? Have you talked about all of 

the materials you have?  You can test out many different ways of cleaning the 

water, and it’s a good idea to talk about lots of ideas before you start testing 

them.  

 

Rafael: I wonder if the water can go through the sponge. Maybe that would just 

keep it there.  

 

Solange: I think, I think it would get stuck. So, we talked about the cotton balls, 

the coffee filter, and the sponge. What’s the sand for? 

 

As the teams share ideas and then test them out, Mrs. J encourages them to 

explain their thinking to one another and to continue to ask questions about what is 

working best to clean the water. Through trial and error, most of the children figure out 

they need to build a filter rather than add items to the water to clean it. Once the teams 

have tried out many different ways of cleaning the water, Mrs. J asks a few students to 
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help her pass out the children’s science journals and pencils, and she asks them to 

discuss with one another which way or ways worked best, showing what they discuss 

through drawings with labels. The teams then work together to write a brief explanation 

of their design solution, with evidence from their investigation. Once the children have 

recorded their notes, Mrs. J facilitates a whole group discussion, and take notes on a 

large piece of chart paper she has brought outside, which she will post in the classroom 

afterward. At the end of the discussion, the children conclude that it is easier to keep 

water clean than to have to clean it up once it is dirty.  

 

Writing an Argument: Why Should We Protect and Conserve Water?  
 

Later that week, and after many discussions, book readings, videos, and hands–

on experiences—including building both the class model and individual models of 

aquifers—the children have much to say about why people should protect and conserve 

water. Mrs. J asks the children if they would like to write a letter to the newspaper so 

that they can share their ideas with a lot of people. The children decide that this is a way 

for them to help others know how to make choices that will help both the natural 

environment and their communities.  

 

Mrs. J guides the children to co-construct the argument, prompting them to 

provide evidence to justify their claims. During the joint construction of the text, she asks 

the children to tell her what to write, first by having them brainstorm all of the different 

ideas they could use, and then grouping the ideas together. Mrs. J. writes the ideas on 

a chart, and then shows the children how she groups them together by circling each 

word or group of words with a different color marker. Next, she asks the children to tell 

her what to write, using the ideas from the brainstorm and all of the ideas they have in 

their heads. She does not write what they say verbatim, but rather, supports them to 

rephrase and extend their thinking, as needed.  

 

Henry: We could say, please don’t get the groundwater dirty ‘cuz we want to 

drink clean water, not dirty water. 
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Mrs. J: That’s a great idea, Henry! Hmm… I’m thinking that there’s another way 

of saying ‘get the water dirty.’  Maybe we could use one of the words from our 

‘kid scientist’ word wall. 

 

Henry: Pollute! We could say, please don’t pollute the groundwater ‘cuz we don’t 

want to drink dirty water. We want to drink clean water. 

 

Mrs. J: Can anyone say more about why we don’t want to drink polluted ground 

water? 

 

Rafael: We don’t want to drink the polluted ground water because when it’s dirty 

like that, it can make us sick. That’s what the book said. 

 

Celeste: And, don’t get the chemicals in there. 

 

Mrs. J: Can you say more about that? 

 

Celeste: Please don’t get the chemicals in the water because that can make the 

fishes sick, and they can’t survive. The polluted water can make people sick, too. 

And it’s really, really hard to clean the water when it’s polluted! 

 

Solange: And if the river is polluted, we should clean it up ‘cuz that’s not fair to 

the animals that live there. They could die, and then the river is sick, too. 

 

All of the students have ideas to add to the letter and solutions to this 

environmental problem, such as “Turn off the water when you brush your teeth so you 

don’t waste it,” “Use the bath water to water the plants because it’s good to reuse 

water;” and “Do not put chemicals into the ocean or rivers because then the fish get 

sick, and sometimes we eat the fish, and we don’t want to get sick.” 
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After the class has completed their letter to the editor, which Mrs. J will type up 

and e-mail to the local newspaper, the children work on creating a class book focused 

on teaching younger students about protecting the environment. They decide to call the 

book We Can Protect Water. Each child makes a small poster with illustrations, labels, 

and writing, which will then be gathered into a book that the children can read together 

in the library corner and later share with their families at the monthly family science 

nights. 

 

Teacher Reflection and Next Steps 
 
When Mrs. J meets with the kindergarten teaching team for their weekly grade-

level planning time, the teachers share their reflections about the learning segment and 

examine student work together. They use their observation notes and the children’s 

science journals and big book pages to make strategic decisions about the teaching and 

learning tasks they will modify or add to the learning segment, as well as how they will 

plan scaffolding approaches for individual students. They also discuss the types of 

activities they will plan for the next monthly family science night, during which the 

students will teach their families what they’ve been learning about in science that 

month. 

 

Based on their observations of student language use and analysis of written 

work, the teachers also discuss how they will design or adjust their designated ELD 

lessons moving forward. They use the CA ELD Standards to plan focused language 

development lessons for designated ELD, differentiated by the children’s English 

language proficiency levels. These lessons build into and from the science teaching and 

learning tasks. For the EL children at the Emerging level, the teachers have noticed that 

the children are gaining confidence with using everyday English, but they are not yet 

using some of the new domain-specific vocabulary (e.g., pollute, protect) needed to 

discuss the science ideas. Although she has taught these words explicitly to the whole 

class, Mrs. J feels that these children would benefit from some additional practice using 

them orally, so she plans structured conversations where the children can use the new 
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words as they discuss the illustrations in the books the class has been reading, using 

strategies such as sentence starters or conversation prompts that explicitly ask students 

to use the target words. For the EL children at the Expanding level, Mrs. J and the other 

teachers plan to try out a technique they read about called sentence unpacking, where 

they discuss all of the meanings in the long, information–dense sentences that are in 

the science informational texts they read aloud to the children2. The teachers record 

their agreements in their Team Meeting Record Sheet so that they can reflect on how 

the activities they planned have worked out when they meet again the following week. 

 

Sources: 
 
California Education and the Environment Initiative. 2011. The World Around Me. 
Sacramento: Office of Education and the Environment. 
 
Clymire, Olga. (1997). A Child’s Place in the Environment: Respecting Living Things. 
California Department of Education. 
http://www.acpe.lake.k12.ca.us/download/unit1/Unit1_00_Preface-Introduction.pdf 
 
Early Childhood Environmental Education Programs: Guidelines for Excellence 
(Washington, D.C.: North American Association for Environmental Education, 2010). 
http://resources.spaces3.com/c518d93d-d91c-4358-ae5e-b09d493af3f4.pdf 
 
Excellence in Environmental Education: Guidelines for Learning (K–12) (Washington, 
D.C.: North American Association for Environmental Education, 2010). 
http://resources.spaces3.com/89c197bf-e630-42b0-ad9a-91f0bc55c72d.pdf 
 
The Globe Program: A Worldwide Science and Education Program: 
https://www.globe.gov/ 
 
The Groundwater Foundation: http://www.groundwater.org/kids/trythis.html 
 
Natural Wildlife Federation. (2011). Water, Water, Everywhere? 
http://www.nwf.org/pdf/Schoolyard%20Habitats/WaterWaterEverywhere-NWF2011.pdf 
 
Project Wet Foundation: http://www.discoverwater.org 
 
Sesame Street: Water Conservation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtcZbN0Z08c 
 
United States Environmental Protection Agency. Thirsten Builds an Aquifer. 
																																																								
2	An example of sentence unpacking can be found in the first grade designated ELD vignette in the 
ELA/ELD Framework. 
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http://water.epa.gov/learn/kids/drinkingwater/upload/2005_03_10_kids_activity_grades_
k-3_aquiferinacup.pdf 
 
The Water Project. 
http://thewaterproject.org/resources/water_pollution_filtration_experiments 
 
Water.org: http://water.org/news/lesson-plans/ 
 

 
Performance Expectations: 

 
 
K-ESS2-2 Earth’s Systems: Construct an argument supported by evidence for how plants and animals 
(including humans) can change the environment to meet their needs.  
 
K-ESS3-3 Earth and Human Activity: Communicate solutions that will reduce the impact of humans on 
the land, water, air, and/or other living things in the local environment.  
 
K-LS1-1 From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes 
Use observations to describe patterns of what plants and animals (including humans) need to survive. 
 

Science and Engineering Practices Disciplinary Core Ideas Crosscutting Concepts 

Asking Questions and Defining 
Problems 
Asking questions and defining problems 
in grades K–2 builds on prior 
experiences and progresses to simple 
descriptive questions that can be tested. 
§ Ask questions based on observations 

to find more information about the 
designed world. (K-ESS3-2) 

 
Developing and Using Models 
Modeling in K–2 builds on prior 
experiences and progresses to include 
using and developing models (i.e., 
diagram, drawing, physical replica, 
diorama, dramatization, storyboard) that 
represent concrete events or design 
solutions. 
§ Use a model to represent 

relationships in the natural world. (K-
ESS3-1) 
 

Analyzing and Interpreting Data 
Use observations (firsthand or from 
media) to describe patterns in the 
natural world in order to answer 
scientific questions. 
 
Obtaining, Evaluating, and 

ESS2.E: Biology 
Plants and animals can 
change their environment. (K-
ESS2-2) 
 
ESS3.C: Human Impacts on 
Earth Systems 
Things that people do to live 
comfortably can affect the 
world around them. But they 
can make choices that reduce 
their impacts on the land, 
water, air, and other living 
things. (secondary to K-
ESS2-2) 
 
ETS1.B: Developing 
Possible Solutions 
Designs can be conveyed 
through sketches, drawings, 
or physical models. These 
representations are useful in 
communicating ideas for a 
problem’s solutions to other 
people. (secondary to K-
ESS3-3) 
 
ETS1.A: Defining and 
Delimiting an Engineering 

Systems and System 
Models 
Systems in the natural and 
designed world have parts 
that work together. (K-ESS2-
2) 
Cause and Effect  
Events have causes that 
generate observable patterns. 
(K-ESS3-2),(K-ESS3-3) 

 
Patterns 
Patterns in the natural world 
can be observed, used to 
describe phenomena, and 
used as evidence. 
 
Cause and Effect  
Events have causes that 
generate observable patterns. 
(K-ESS3-2),(K-ESS3-3) 
 
Systems and System 
Models 
Systems in the natural and 
designed world have parts 
that work together. (K-ESS3-
1) 
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Communicating Information 
Obtaining, evaluating, and 
communicating information in K–2 
builds on prior experiences and uses 
observations and texts to communicate 
new information. 
§ Read grade-appropriate texts and/or 

use media to obtain scientific 
information to describe patterns in 
the natural world. (K-ESS3-2) 

§ Communicate solutions with others in 
oral and/or written forms using 
models and/or drawings that provide 
detail about scientific ideas. (K-
ESS3-3) 
 

Engaging in Argument from Evidence 
Engaging in argument from evidence in 
K–2 builds on prior experiences and 
progresses to comparing ideas and 
representations about the natural and 
designed world(s). 
§ Construct an argument with 

evidence to support a claim. (K-
ESS2-2) 

 
-------------------------------------------------- 

Connections to Nature of Science 
 
Science Knowledge is Based on 
Empirical Evidence 
Scientists look for patterns and order 
when making observations about the 
world. (K-ESS2-1) 

Problem 
Asking questions, making 
observations, and gathering 
information are helpful in 
thinking about problems. 
(secondary to K-ESS3-2) 

 
ETS1.A: Defining and 
Delimiting Engineering 
Problems 
§ A situation that people 

want to change or create 
can be approached as a 
problem to be solved 
through engineering. (K–
2-ETS1-1) 

§ Asking questions, making 
observations, and 
gathering information are 
helpful in thinking about 
problems. (K–2-ETS1-1) 

§ Before beginning to 
design a solution, it is 
important to clearly 
understand the problem. 
(K–2-ETS1-1) 
 

ETS1.C: Optimizing the 
Design Solution 
Because there is always more 
than one possible solution to 
a problem, it is useful to 
compare and test designs. 
(K–2-ETS1-3) 

---------------------------------------- 
Connections to Engineering, 

Technology, 
and Applications of Science 

 
Interdependence of 
Science, Engineering, and 
Technology 
People encounter questions 
about the natural world every 
day. (K-ESS3-2) 
 
Influence of Engineering, 
Technology, and Science 
on Society and the Natural 
World  
People depend on various 
technologies in their lives; 
human life would be very 
different without technology. 
(K-ESS3-2) 
 

California’s Environmental Principles and Concepts 
Principle I: The continuation and health of individual human lives and of human communities and 
societies depend on the health of the natural systems that provide essential goods and ecosystem 
services. 
Concept b. The goods produced by natural systems are essential to human life and to the functioning of 
our economies and cultures. 
Concept c. The quality, quantity and reliability of the goods and ecosystem services provided by natural 
systems are directly affected by the health of those systems. 

Principle IV: The long-term functioning and health of terrestrial, freshwater, coastal and marine 
ecosystems are influenced by their relationships with human societies. 
Concept a. Direct and indirect changes to natural systems due to the growth of human populations and 
their consumption rates influence the geographic extent, composition, biological diversity, and viability of 
natural systems. 

CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy and CA ELD Standards 
CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy:  
W.K.1 - Use a combination of drawing, dictating, 
and writing to compose opinion pieces in which 
they tell a reader the topic… and state an opinion 
or preference about the topic…; W.K.7 - Participate 

CA ELD Standards (Expanding):  
ELD.PI.K.2 - Collaborate with the teacher and 
peers on joint composing projects of informational 
and literary texts that include some writing…; 
ELD.PI.K.5 – Demonstrate active listening to read-
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in shared research and writing projects…; SL.K.1 – 
Participate in collaborative conversations with 
diverse partners, follow agreed-upon rules, and 
continue a conversation through multiple 
exchanges … 
 

alouds and oral presentations by asking and 
answering questions with oral sentence frames and 
occasional prompting and support; ELD.PII.4 - 
Expand noun phrases in a growing number of ways 
(e.g., adding a newly learned adjective to a noun) 
in order to enrich the meaning of sentences and 
add details about idea … 
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